Metrics

Agile Metrics / KPIs
Product Mgt &
Delivery Mgt

“

The simplest way to understand whether you are
truly transforming your core business is to ask: How have
our metrics changed?
If a company is using the same metrics before and
after its so-called transformation effort, it really hasn’t
transformed in a material way.

”

~ SCOTT D. ANTHONY, DUAL TRANSFORMATION

Agile Metrics

•

Activities à Outputs à Outcomes à Impacts
Activities are
team-based,
could be used
as vanity
metrics

Have to have
lots of outputs
to get to
outcomes

Outcomes
must map
to Business
Impacts

Watch this 3 minute video to explain the
4 categories of metrics!
https://www.scrum.org/resources/four-categories-metrics

Organizational
Objectives ROI, Cost
Savings

Take me to Agile
Metrics for Org,
Portfolio and Product

Take me to:
Agile Metrics for
Delivery Teams

Product Mgt KPIs

Agile Metrics for
Org, Portfolio, and
Product Metrics

Why Evidence-Based Management (EBM)

•
•
•
•

Evidence-Based Management helps organizations put
measures in place to invest in the right places, make smarter
decisions, and reduce risk
Leaders manage investments based on ROI and value - and
influence an adaptive culture to take advantage of opportunities
before competitors do
This empirical method is used alongside agile principles & values
EBM looks at 4 Key Value Areas. Defined measures will vary by
organization, but all 4 areas contribute to an organization’s
ability to deliver business value
Source: The EBM Guide is developed and sustained by Ken Schwaber and Scrum.org

Key Value Areas

•

Each KVA focuses on a different aspect of either value, or the
ability to deliver value

•

Organizations without strength in all four KVAs may deliver
short-term value, but will not be able to sustain it

•

Delivering value, happy stakeholders, and satisfied employees
(Current Value) are important, but organizations must also show
that they can meet market demand with timely delivery (Timeto-Market) while being able to sustain innovation over time
(Ability to Innovate). Continued investment in the product is
justified based on measures of as-yet (Unrealized Value) that
could be realized if the product possessed the right capabilities.

Key Value Areas
Key Value Area

Focus

Current Value

Measures value delivered
to customer or user today

Unrealized Value

Measures value that
could be realized by
meeting all potential
needs of the customer or
user

Ability to Innovate

Measures the ability to
deliver a new capability
that might better serve a
customer or user nee

Time to Market

Measures the ability to
quickly deliver new
capability, service, or
product

Unrealized Value
WHAT: Suggests the potential future value
that could be realized if the organization could
perfectly meet the needs of all potential
customers
GOAL: For the organization to maximize the
value it realizes from the product over time
QUESTIONS: continually re-evaluate
1. Can any additional value be created for our
organization in this market or other markets?
2. Is it worth the effort and risk to pursue these
untapped opportunities?
3. Should further investments be made to capture
additional Unrealized Value?

EXAMPLE: a product may have low CV,
because it is an early version being used to
test the market, but very high UV, indicating
that there is great market potential. Investing
in the product to try to boost CV is probably
warranted, given the potential returns, even
though the product is not currently producing
high CV. Conversely, a product with very high
CV, large market share, no near competitors,
and very satisfied customers may not warrant
much new investment; this is the classic cash
cow product that is very profitable but nearing
the end of its product investment cycle.

Unrealized Value (UV)
KVM

Measuring

Market Share

The relative percentage of the market controlled by the product.

Customer or user
satisfaction gap

The difference between a customer or user’s desired experience and
their current experience.

Current Value (CV)
WHAT: Reveals the value the product delivers
to customers, today
GOAL: Maximize the value an organization
delivers to customers and stakeholders at the
present time; it considers only what exists
right now, not the value that might exist in the
future.
QUESTIONS: continually re-evaluate
1. How happy are users and customers today? Is
their happiness improving or declining?
2. How happy are your employees? Is their
happiness improving or declining?
3. How happy are your investors and other
stakeholders?

EXAMPLE: Is employee happiness improving
or declining? A variety of things can improve
CV: improving usability, improving customer or
user outcomes, even creating a happier
workplace. Looking at CV from the
perspectives of customers or users, as well as
investors, is obvious, but considering employee
attitudes recognizes that employees are
ultimately the producers of value. Engaged
employees that know how to maintain, sustain
and enhance are one of the most significant
assets of an organization, and happy
employees are more productive.

Current Value (CV)
KVM

Measuring

Revenue per Employee

The ratio (gross revenue / # of employees) is a key competitive indicator within an industry. This
varies significantly by industry.

Product Cost Ratio

Total expenses and costs for the product(s)/system(s) being measured, including operational
costs compared to revenue.

Employee Satisfaction

Some form of sentiment analysis to help gauge employee engagement, energy, and
enthusiasm.

Customer Satisfaction

Some form of sentiment analysis to help gauge customer engagement and happiness with the
product.

Customer Usage Index

Measurement of usage, by feature, to help infer the degree to which customers find the product
useful and whether actual usage meets expectations on how long users should be taking with a
feature.

Time-to-Market (T2M)
WHAT: Expresses the organization’s ability to
quickly deliver new capabilities, services, or
products
GOAL: Minimize the amount of time it takes
for the organization to deliver value. Without
actively managing Time-to-Market, the ability
to sustainably deliver value in the future is
unknown.
QUESTIONS: continually re-evaluate
1. How fast can the organization learn from new
experiments?
2. How fast can you learn from new information
and adapt?
3. How fast can you deliver new value to
customers?

EXAMPLES: A variety of things can reduce the
Time-to-Market: everything from removing
internal communication bottlenecks to
improving delivery pipeline automation to
improving application maintainability and
removing technical debt; anything that reduces
time spent waiting or time spent performing
work.

Time-to-Market
KVM

Measuring

Build and integration frequency

The number of integrated and tested builds per time period. For a team that is releasing
frequently or continuously, this measure is superseded by actual release measures.

Release Frequency

The number of releases per time period, e.g. continuously, daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly,
etc. This helps reflect the time needed to satisfy the customer with new and competitive
products.

Release Stabilization Period

The time spent correcting product problems between the point the developers say it is ready to
release and the point where it is actually released to customers. This helps represent the
impact of poor development practices and underlying design and code base.

Mean Time to Repair

The average amount of time it takes from when an error is detected and when it is fixed. This
helps reveal the efficiency of an organization to fix an error.

Cycle Time

The amount of time from when work starts on a release until the point where it is actually
released. This measure helps reflect an organization’s ability to reach its customer.

Lead Time

The amount of time from when an idea is proposed or a hypothesis is formed until a customer
can benefit from that idea. This measure may vary based on customer and product. It is a
contributing factor for customer satisfaction.

Time-to-Learn

The total time needed to sketch an idea or improvement, build it, deliver it to users, and learn
from their usage.

Ability to Innovate (A2I)
WHAT: Expresses the ability of a product
development organization to deliver new
capabilities that might better meet customer
needs.
GOAL: Maximize the organization’s ability to
deliver new capabilities and innovative
solutions.
QUESTIONS: continually re-evaluate
1. What prevents the organization from
delivering new value?
2. What prevents customers or users from
benefiting from that innovation?

EXAMPLE: A variety of things can impede a
team from being able to deliver new
capabilities and value: spending too much time
fixing defects or reducing technical debt,
having to maintain multiple code branches or
product versions, a complex or monolithic
application architecture, insufficient productlike environments to test on, lack of
operational excellence, poor code management
practices, lack of decentralized decisionmaking, inability to hire and inspire talented,
passionate team-members, and so on. As lowvalue features and systemic impediments
accumulate, more budget and time is
consumed maintaining the product or
overcoming impediments, reducing its
available capacity to innovate. In addition,
anything that prevents users or customers
from benefitting from innovation, such as hard
to install software or lack of capabilities that
would be compelling enough to warrant
installing the software, will also reduce A2I.

Ability to Innovate (A2I)
KVM

Measuring

Feature Usage Index

Measurement of features in the product frequently used. Helps capture features rarely or never used.

Innovation Rate

The percentage of effort or cost spent on new product capabilities, divided by total product effort or cost.
This provides insight into the capacity of the organization to deliver new product capabilities.

Defect trends

Measurement of change in defects since last measurement. A defect is anything that reduces the value of
the product to a customer, user, or to the organization itself - generally things that don’t work as intended.

On-Product Index

The percentage of time teams spend working on product and value.

Installed Version Index

The number of versions of a product that are currently being supported. This reflects the effort the
organization spends supporting and maintaining older versions of software.

Technical Debt

A concept in programming that reflects the extra development and testing work that arises when “quick and
dirty” solutions result in later remediation. It creates an undesirable impact on the delivery of value and an
avoidable increase in waste and risk.

Production Incident Trends

The number of times the Development Team was interrupted to fix a problem in an installed product.
The number and frequency of Production Incidents can help indicate the stability of the product. Active code
branches, time spent merging code between branches
These measures are like the Installed Version Index, since different deployed versions usually have
separate code branches. Time spent context switching
Number of meetings per day per person, and the number of times a day team members are interrupted to
help people outside the team can give simple insight into the magnitude of the problem
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Delivery Mgt KPIs

Agile Metrics for
Delivery Mgt:
Team Level KPIs

Delivery Mgt KPI Examples
Team Morale
# of Team Members
DoR (Definition of Ready)
DoR %
DoD (Definition of Done)%

Weekly check-in by SMs on how the team is doing
[See Current Value (CV)]
Only include dedicated team members
Backlog Depth – how many items are marked DoR (suggest using a tag)
with a goal of 2-3 sprint’s worth of items
Percent of items in this sprint were marked with Definition of Ready before
Sprint Planning versus what was brought in without refining
Percent of items in this sprint that met the Definition of Done requirements

Team Utilization vs

Suggest using capacity trackers in Agile tools to mark this at end of

Planned Utilization

Sprint Planning and then at end of Sprint

Turnover Team Members
Story Points earned
h Team overlap
Business as Usual (BAU)

Use to indicate a stable team
Use to indicator of productivity, but note this could be a vanity metric if too
much emphasis is put on this metric
Hours of Team Overlap (Use when teams are geographically dispersed)
Business As Usual versus New work (suggest a tag or field with dropdowns
per PBI) [See Ability to Innovate (A2I)

Delivery Mgt
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What has to change?

v Choose a desired
outcome.
v Identify 3 things in each
quadrant that would have
to change across your
organization to achieve this
outcome.

Org mgt & structure maps all the
way to Delivery mgt through
Product Mgt through vision, value
and validation.

We experiment and learn rapidly.
We proactively collect feedback
from our customers. The people
closest to the customer are
empowered to solve the problem

11/7/19

Teams are organized around
outcomes, not activities. We fund
teams, not projects.

Safety is a pre-requisite.
We have daily
accountability. We
continuously deliver small,
valuable increments
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@Julee_NorthStar
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Julee Everett

Sources

Evidence Based Management
at Scrum.org

